
COMPARING THE POLITICAL AND ECONOMIC CHANGES IN THE US AND

USSR AFTER WWII

The distinct differences in the political systems of the two countries often prevented Early Cooperation: American
Famine Relief; Early Cooperation: Economic Cooperation; Soviet and American Communist Parties; World War II:
Alliance After the Bolshevik Revolution of , the ensuing Civil War produced acute food.

For every enterprise, planning ministries also known as the "fund holders" or fondoderzhateli defined the mix
of economic inputs e. Time frame[ edit ] From the Stalin era through the late s, the five-year plan integrated
short-range planning into a longer time frame. In the years after World War II, the United States was guided
generally by containment â€” the policy of keeping communism from spreading beyond the countries already
under its influence. Presidents, or their representatives, meet with leaders of other nations to try to resolve
international problems peacefully. The Central Intelligence Agency CIA , one of the best-known agencies that
sets foreign policy, gathers, analyzes, and transmits information from other countries that might be important
to the security of the nation. The fact that it received special attention from the planners, combined with the
fact that industrial production was relatively easy to plan even without minute feedback, led to significant
growth in that sector. However, Soviet agriculture was inefficient. That's where the State Department comes
in. Among more than twenty state committees, Gosplan headed the government's planning apparatus and was
by far the most important agency in the economic administration. Cotton, sugar beets , potatoes and flax were
also major crops. The economic side of containment: the Marshall Plan was devised to prevent communist
takeover of European nations by pumping American aid into the ailing economies and infrastructures of
Western Europe. If the state budget was accepted by the Soviet Union, it was then adopted. United States
foreign policy has changed dramatically from George Washington's day. The departments of the state planning
agency aided the agency's development of a full set of plan targets along with input requirements, a process
involving bargaining between the ministries and their superiors. Who Makes Foreign Policy? These differed
greatly in their content and legal status. George Washington's Farewell Address in contained one major piece
of advice to the country regarding relations with other nations: "avoid entangling alliances. It also had
summary departments such as finance, dealing with issues that crossed functional boundaries. State
Department The United States doesn't exist in a vacuum; it must interact and communicate with its global
neighbors. Lenin had to persuade communist skeptics that " state capitalism " was a necessary step in
achieving communism , while he himself harbored suspicions that the policy could be abused by private
businessmen " NEPmen ". In , widespread famine broke out in the Volga-Ural region. In general, fuels ,
metals and timber were exported. Despite this, an estimated five million people died in the famine. At each
CPSU Congress, the party leadership presented the targets for the next five-year plan, therefore each plan had
the approval of the most authoritative body of the country's leading political institution. Overall, the banking
system was highly centralized and fully controlled by a single state-owned Gosbank , responsive to the
fulfillment of the government's economic plans. According to the Constitution, Presidents sign treaties with
other nations with the "advice and consent" of the Senate. The son of immigrants, a kid from the Bronx. The
planning apparatus alone was a vast organizational arrangement consisting of councils, commissions,
governmental officials, specialists and so on charged with executing and monitoring economic policy. That's
why the President relies upon the Central Intelligence Agency to gather and analyze information from around
the world. The remainder remained stuck in low-productivity agriculture. As a result, the decision was made
by Lenin and the Politburo to try an alternative approach. The United States exercises its foreign policy
through economic aid.


